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Fast neutron treatment as an alternative to radical surgery
for malignant tumours of the facial area

MARY CATTERALL, P R BLAKE, R P RAMPLING

Abstract

Thirty one patients with very advanced tumours of the
maxillary sinus were treated with fast neutrons. Tumour
regressed completely in 29 (94%) and subsequently
recurred in four (14%). No surgical excision of bone,
skin, or nerve was required, and an artificial eye was
well tolerated in cases where the eye received the tumour
dose and had to be removed. Complications occurred
in 10 patients, two of whom had already received radical
x ray treatment. The overall duration of neutron treat-
ment was four weeks, and admission to hospital was
usually unnecessary. These results compared well with
those obtained with surgery. Surgery with curative
intent for even moderately advanced tumours of the
facial region, particularly the paranasal sinuses, results
in deformity, which is often severe and always irrevers-
ible. Even so, the cure rate is only about 35%.
The high rates of tumour control and the avoidance

of severe cosmetic and functional defects after fast
neutron treatment make it an alternative to radical
surgery in the management of malignant tumours of
the facial area.
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Introduction

Coverage has recently been given in the national press and on
television to a group of people whose aim is to give support to
patients who have undergone radical surgery for the removal of
tumours of the face. This has drawn attention to the plight of
these patients, relatively few in number and rarely seen in
public. Their disabilities result from removal of the entire
bony orbit, maxilla, or facial nerve and from construction of
forehead or chest skin flaps, leaving cosmetic results that often
cause them severely to restrict their social lives.1 2 Skilfully
designed prostheses, understanding relatives, and support
groups all help to lessen the effects of this morbidity. Morbidity
is, however, unalterable for the rest of their lives unless the
tumour recurs, when even further surgery, phototherapy, or
laser beam surgery may be undertaken.
Tumours of the paranasal sinuses are often advanced when

the patients are first seen and the bone is often affected. Some
are "radioresistant" because of hypoxia or some other bio-
logical property and they also have a great propensity to spread
along nerves or tissue planes.3 These factors make their control
by y and x rays difficult because the high doses required to
sterilise the tumour are beyond the tolerance of the adjacent
normal tissues. Radiation damage to bone and nervous tissue
often appears in addition to recurrence of tumour. Thus the
management of these tumours usually consists of a combination
of surgery and radiation.'

Fast neutrons have different biological effects from x rays,
and these differences result in therapeutic advantages in treating
locally advanced or radioresistant tumour in certain sites.4
Neutrons are more effective against hypoxic malignant cells,
and the damage they inflict is usually lethal rather than re-
pairable as it often is after x rays. Furthermore, neutrons
are absorbed by tissues in proportion to the concentration of
hydrogen atoms. Consequently, soft tissues, which include
tumours, absorb relatively more neutron energy and suffer
greater damage than does bone. As bone is a dose limiting
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tissue in conventional x ray treatment, particularly in the facial
region, neutron treatment in this area has advantages.
Neutron treatment has been carried out at this hospital since

1970. Ninety per cent of the patients treated in that time have
had locally very advanced tumours or recurrences after x ray
treatment or surgery, or both. Local control rates of about 70%
have been obtained in tumours of the head and neck, melanoma,
and soft tissue sarcoma compared with rates of about 40% after
x ray treatment in tumours of the same stage.4-6 The cyclotron
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weeks. Patients were immobilised in "litecast" masks, and the treat-
ment fields were reduced in size as the tumours regressed so that the
normal tissues were spared radiation as much as possible while the
tumour received the maximum dose. This regimen resulted in an
appreciable erythema of the treated skin, which proceeded to moist
desquamation followed by complete healing within two to four weeks
after the end of treatment. There were no systemic effects, and
admission to hospital was necessary only for those living at a great
distance or suffering from some coexisting disease. In 11 cases the
eye was encircled by tumour and was included in the high dose

FIG 1-Patient with maxillary sinus tumour extending to skin, zygoma, nasal cavity, and orbit and causing proptosis
before (left) and after (right) treatment with neutrons. After neutron treatment there was no sign of tumour and
no proptosis. The eye was retained, and the patient lived for 10 years without recurrence.

is now 28 years old and has technical disadvantages including a
mean energy of the neutron beam of only 7-5 MeV. This makes
the beam less penetrating and more diffuse than megavoltage
x rays. In addition, the maximum dose is delivered to the skin,
whereas the skin is spared radiation damage when modern
x ray treatment is used. Also the neutron beam is fixed in the
horizontal position, which makes it more difficult to handle
than x ray beams, which rotate around the patient. Despite
these difficulties the results show that neutrons control advanced
tumours of the paranasal sinuses in a large proportion of cases
and that the morbidity is less than after surgery. We report our
results with this treatment and suggest that the avoidance of
radical facial surgery is possible in some cases.

Patients and methods

Thirty one patients had locally advanced tumours of the maxillary
sinus that were inoperable because of extension beyond the sinus or
because the patient's general condition was poor. Six had tumours
that had had recurred after radiotherapy or chemotherapy. In 20 of the
31 patients the tumour had extended to adjacent structures including
one or more of the following: the ethmoid and sphenoid sinuses,
orbit, nasal cavity, brain, skin, and neck nodes. In the remaining
11 patients at least two walls of the antrum were eroded on radio-
logical examination. The table shows the histological types of tumour.

Treatment with fast neutrons was given by the techniques de-
veloped at this hospital.4 These include careful assessment of the
tumour volume and meticulous planning of treatment to minimise
damage to vital structures. Altogether 1560 cGy (1560 rads) were
delivered to the tumour, in 12 fractions equally spaced over four

volume. It was known that this would cause damage to the eye, and
this was explained to patients before treatment was started.

Results

All the tumours responded to neutron treatment with regression
of the measurable mass and improvement in symptoms (table, fig 1).

Results of treatment with fast neutrons for advanced tumours of
paranasal sinuses, related to histological type and previous treatment

No (°,) No No (%)
Histological type regressing (0x,) with

completely recurring complications

Adenocarcinoma (n = 7) 6 1
Adenoid cystic (n =6) 6 1 3
Malignant melanoma (n= 1) 1
Squamous (n= 12) 11 1 3
Transitional cell (n =5) 5 1 4

Total (n= 31) 29 (94) 4 (14) 10* (32)

*Three patients had received previous radiotherapy.

Complete regression of the tumour was achieved in 29 (94',, ).
Recurrence occurred in four, 75, 26, 17, and six months after treat-
ment. Median survival time was 36 months, with 10 patients still
alive at the time of writing. Death was due to metastasis in seven,
uncontrolled primary tumour in six, and causes either unknown or
unrelated to cancer in eight.

Complications developed in 10 patients, three of whom had
previously received full courses of radiotherapy. These complications
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affected the temporal lobe in five patients and caused fits in three,
two of whom were controlled by steroids for the remainder of their
lives (58 and 24 months). The third was still alive 44 months after
neutron treatment and free of fits four months after treatment with
steroids. In one patient, the abnormality of the temporal lobe pro-
duced no symptoms but was found on computed tomography and
was treated prophylactically with steroids for five months. The
oedema seen on computed tomograms was reduced within three
months after treatment with steroids.
One patient suffered necrosis of the skin, infection of the fontal

bone, and an abscess in the fontal lobe. This responded to antibiotics,
and he lived for a further 20 months. Three other patients had
necrosis of bone and skin; of them, two had received previous radiation
with y rays and one chemotherapy.

...............

_.o ... .. . ......~~~~~~~~... . . :::

FIG 2-Patient with artificial ey,e fitted after neutron treatment for
a tumour affecting maxillary and ethmoid sinuses, orbit, and nasal
cavity necessitated removal of the globe. The eyelids were fibrosed
by the treatment but accepted the artificial eve without discom-
fort.

Of the 11 patients who received the full dose to the eye on the
affected side, eight suffered a blind and painful eye 11-13 months
after treatment. In seven the globe was removed. Four had an artificial
eye fitted, which was well tolerated despite some fibrosis of the
eyelids (fig 2); three patients declined an artificial eye but had no
symptoms from the empty socket. One patient, whose tumour
extended to the optic chiasma, became totally blind, either through
radiation necrosis or through extension of the tumour; necropsy was
not performed.

Discussion

Cancer of the maxillary sinus is often fatal, and cure rates at
three years are of the order of 40%/' in the best series, whether
by radiotherapy- or combined surgery and radiotherapy.2
These cancers produce severe disfigurement through ulceration
of the skin and by affecting nerves and bone. Death from
uncontrolled tumours can be appalling. In view of this, Harrison
advised that the surgeon's responsibility is to clear the whole
tumour bearing area as widely as possible despite the cosmetic
and functional effects and to follow this by radiotherapy.2 In
selected cases teams of three surgeons from the specialties of
plastic, oral, and ear, nose, and throat surgery can undertake
an extensive procedure, lasting nine to 10 hours, of excision and
reconstruction. Even with such radical approaches the control
rate is only 35%.

Despite the very advanced stage of the tumours treated in
our 31 patients neutron treatment controlled 25 (80%h), and the
cosmetic and functional results were more acceptable than after
surgery (fig 2). Survival was also longer after neutron treatment,
but this may be considered to be of less importance than the
cosmetic effects as if these are bad survival of any length can
be miserable. Those patients whose survival is short, due either
to the advanced stage of disease or to age, should not be con-

fined to hospital for long periods. Management with combined
surgery and radiotherapy is prolonged, extending over 12-14
weeks. Less radical surgery is being tried in selected cases, but
recurrence remains a major threat and adequate follow up is
required before changes can safely be made. Neutron treatment
requires only 12 attendances over four weeks followed by four
attendances over two to four weeks while the skin reaction heals.

Bataini and Ennuyer used high doses of megavoltage x rays
or electrons and obtained local cure at three years in 12 of
31 patients. Ten, possibly 18, tumours were not controlled
locally. Most of their patients had extensive bone destruction
but none of them had received previous radiation and none
had tumour extending into the brain. In the series treated at
this hospital the extent of the tumour was greater in most
cases, in three tumour had recurred after x ray treatment, and
the tumour had extended into the frontal lobe in one.

Complications after neutron treatment were due in part to
the extent of the tumours and their destruction of normal
tissues and also to the inadequacy of our neutron beam. This is
equivalent in many ways to only 250 kV x rays, which became
obsolete with the advent of the megavoltage apparatus. Three
rather than two fields may be required; thus normal tissues
receive a higher dose than is desirable despite the development
of elaborate techniques to minimise this. Neutrons from modern
cyclotrons will have an energy of 25 MeV rather than 7-5 MeV
and the beams will be better defined and more penetrating.
Complications will therefore be reduced.
The table shows that the results of treatment are equally

good for all histological types of tumour. This is an important
characteristic of neutron treatment and has been noted for
advanced tumours in all sites where an adequate dose of neutrons
can be delivered.4 It reflects the greater efficacy of neutrons
over x rays in the treatment of tumours in which the cells are
hypoxic or radioresistant for some other biological reason.

Complete regression rates of about 90% and recurrence rates
of 14°o after neutron treatment were obtained in our series even
for very advanced tumours of the maxillary sinus; only six of
our patients died with an uncontrolled primary tumour. These
results compare favourably with others that have been published
but would be more impressive if they were from a controlled
clinical trial. With an annual incidence, however, of about
500 cases throughout England and Wales the difficulties of
randomising cases of the same stage and prognosis to treatment
with neutrons or to conventional radiotherapy with or without
surgery would be great. In addition, some patients already
decline radical surgery and others might also if neutrons were
available as an alternative treatment and informed consent was
sought before randomisation.
The results reported in this paper were obtained with the

first ever medical cyclotron, which has major deficiencies. With
the high energy neutrons now available from modern machines
recurrence and complications are likely to be less than those we
report. The high incidence of local control, together with
avoidance of major facial surgery, makes neutron treatment an
alternative method for managing these dangerous and dis-
figuring tumours.
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